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DST Output Helps Companies Work
Smarter by Consolidating Customer
Communications Efforts

DST Output enables leading businesses to
create lasting, personal, and profitable
relationships with their customers by
providing industry-leading integrated print
and electronic customer communication
solutions (bills, statements, checks,
enrollment materials, and other financial
documents).
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To improve profits, companies must adopt the 

two-pronged approach of increasing revenue 

and reducing costs. Like all challenges, the two

efforts present conflicting forces – the push to

increase marketing and sales activities against the

need to pull back on spending. The solution is to

strike the perfect balance between extremes –

finding ways to do more and do it better, in less time

and with fewer resources.

DST Output provides companies that balance 

by allowing them to bring all customer

communications efforts together in a consolidated,

easily managed system. By providing integrated

print and electronic account statements and bills,

marketing pieces, financial communications

products, and education materials through a single,

technologically advanced provider, DST Output

enables companies to simplify and synchronize 

their communications using far less resources.

Equally important, DST Output’s ability to combine

and manage multiple communications channels 

and media strengthens the effectiveness of a

communications program to increase sales to new

and existing customers and allows a company to

focus attention and capital on its core business,

which further improves its market position.

DST Output – Integrated Print and
Electronic Customer Communications
DST Output, a subsidiary of DST Systems (NYSE:

DST), employs more than 4,000 people in facilities

across North America and the United Kingdom to

deliver customer communications that help

companies meet their business objectives.

Customer communications traditionally fall into

separate silos of finance, operations, marketing, IT,

Web services, and customer service with

complicated functional overlap. Billing and account

statements fall under finance, IT, and operations

with a technology group to handle electronic

presentment and payment, before eventually

making their way to customer service. Marketing

manages direct mail, email solicitations, and

advertising, but seldom has a role in billing and

statement functions. Educational and other

fulfillment material fall into other areas, again with

little or no input from marketing. These silos lead to

a layering of roles, vendors, capabilities, and costs,

which translates to higher sales and service

expenses, fragmented customer experience, and

management complexity.

DST Output coordinates all activities into a

synchronized solution that dovetails branding,

messaging, and timing across all communications to

present a consistent face and voice to the customer

– whether that customer is a consumer, business, or

intermediary, such as a broker or reseller. Through

DST Output, clients can effectively use multiple

channels of mail, Web, and email. One DST Output

client has identified up to 40 ways it interacts and

communicates with its customers. That many touch

points illustrates the importance of DST Output’s 

all-encompassing approach that eliminates the

complexity of maintaining a consistent and accurate

customer experience across all sales, service, and

support channels.

Process Once, Deliver Many
One of the clearest time – and cost-saving benefits

DST Output offers its clients is the ability to convert

single or multiple data streams into media that

includes variable print, print-on-demand, direct

mail, electronic fulfillment, electronic billing,

electronic presentment, and long-term archival and

retrieval. Data from a client’s billing engine, for

example, can be processed into print and electronic

personalized bills with messaging and promotional

offers geared directly to that customer. A copy of

the statement can also be electronically delivered

to customer service representatives (CSRs), so they

are better able to resolve issues on the first call and

can cross-sell based on offers presented. DST

Output can also convert the bill into a variety of

media appropriate for sending to short- and long-

term archival. Because DST Output can also produce

and send direct mail and email notices using the

fields from the billing data, companies can more

effectively tie campaigns together across all these

communications channels.
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Improved Control 
In addition to coordinating all customer

communications for better overall man-

agement, DST Output services provide clients

the ability to track documents and control 

DST Output’s production process as if it were

occurring within their own facility. Using DST

Output’s Direct Access secured Internet portal,

clients gain around-the-clock access to near

real-time production data from anywhere in

the world. By closely monitoring document

delivery, clients are better able to forecast

revenue, assure regulatory compliance, and

adjust call center staffing. DST Output also

delivers comprehensive, customizable

reporting tools that can be downloaded via 

the Internet into popular database and

spreadsheet programs.

Billing Services Help Reduce 
Float and DSO
The lag time between statement delivery and

receipt of payment creates unwanted float –

money that cannot be invested or used to 

pay expenses. DST Output reduces float by

shortening days sales outstanding (DSO)

through measures that include: electronic

statement delivery and payment collection,

with programs that encourage customer

adoption of electronic delivery; statement

design features proven to accelerate payment;

proprietary software and systems that speed

statements through DST Output’s production

process; on-site postal processing that 

bypasses local post offices; and distributive

printing options that allow mailing from

geographically strategic sites; as well as 

robust viewing solutions that allow accounts

receivable call center personnel to improve 

first call dispute resolution.

DST Output can also provide accounts

receivable and payable files and other reports

and tools to simplify the reconciliation and

exception-handling process.

Significant Postal Savings 
DST Output has more than 30 years experience

as a leader in producing customer commu-

nications, is the largest first-class mailer in the

country and currently processes more than 160

million printed bills, statements, confirmations,

fulfillment packages, and direct mail pieces each

month with nearly 100 percent reliability. The

company’s customers include recognizable

names in the communications, media, financial

services, healthcare, service, package delivery,

and other industries. DST Output’s volume

processing, sophisticated design techniques,

and proprietary mail-processing systems 

enable companies to take advantage of the 

U.S. Postal Service’s lowest rates. DST Output

also offers print-on-demand capabilities 

from geographically distributed sites to speed

time-sensitive documents to recipients across

the country.

Volume Electronic Processing
DST Output was one of the pioneer providers

of electronic statements and bills in the

country with its first live site operating in 1998.

The company now delivers more than 250

million electronic bills and statements each

year, allowing companies to eliminate postage,

paper, and printing costs. Redundant

processing centers with the most sophisticated

programs and equipment available keep

companies on the leading edge of this fast-

paced technology and ensures the security of

each statement. Full integration with the print

process and sophisticated electronic adoption
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In addition to coordinating all customer

communications for better overall management,

DST Output services provide clients the ability 

to track and control documents.
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programs allow clients to effectively migrate

their customer base from print to electronic,

automatically eliminating paper statements

when the consumer opts for electronic delivery.

Single Point of Contact
DST Output’s internal coordination of sales,

service, and support personnel, provides each

client with a consistent team of experts who

are knowledgeable about all aspects of their

account. Regular in-person and telephone

meetings, along with reports and easy access to

team members, keep communication flowing

between DST Output and its clients. From DST

Output’s experience with multiple companies

across a variety of industries, clients gain the

benefit of a rich knowledge base of ideas for

enhancing the effectiveness of communication

campaigns, improving customer retention,

increasing electronic adoption, and lowering

the overall costs associated with customer

communications.

Tools to Support Sales, Customer
Service, and Regulatory Compliance
DST Output’s ability to deliver information

across multiple channels and media enables

clients to provide documents directly to CSRs

so they see exactly what each customer

receives and can quickly answer questions,

resolve billing disputes, and knowledgeably 

sell additional products and services. The 

same documents can also be made available 

to intermediaries, such as brokers, agents,

resellers, and dealers, to improve their sales

knowledge and can be stored on a variety of

media to meet regulatory requirements.

Adsert Program to Increase
Revenue
DST Output offers its clients the opportunity

to use statement mailings to generate

additional income. Mailings, such as bills,

generally only utilize a fraction of the weight

available for a first-class letter; that excess

space is paid for, but unused. National

advertisers covet the space and Adsert

provides clients the opportunity to sell it to

them. With AdsertSM, DST Output clients can

generate significant incremental revenue by

allowing carefully selected companies to place

approved inserts in client bills or statements.

Print-on-Demand for Cost-Effective
Marketing and Fulfillment
Traditionally, companies that routinely deliver

packets of materials, such as marketing

packages, enrollment materials, insurance

policies, plan descriptions, product or service

explanations, and others, must keep large

quantities of printed material on hand, which

must be “picked and packed” for mailings. The

high cost of labor and storage space, combined

with the waste created when material becomes

outdated, creates high operational costs. DST

Output’s innovative document management

system allows clients to submit documents via

the Internet and store them on dedicated

secure servers. The repository makes available

only the most current versions of documents for

viewing or print-on-demand, enabling clients to

create personalized response packages on the

fly using up-to-date materials.

Benefits to Meet the Needs of CFOs
As an outsource provider, DST Output must

provide clients significant added value when

replacing internal production with faster,

more efficient, more personalized customer

communications tools that enhance flexibility

and control, while positively effecting the

balance sheet. Because fully integrated print 

and electronic communications production 

and delivery are DST Output’s core business,

the company invests millions each year in

process improvements, technology upgrades,

equipment, personnel training, and software

development to remain at the forefront of its

industry. That investment is spread across the

customer base, allowing DST Output clients to

take advantage of the finest technology and

systems without investing a penny of their

own capital. That freed capital can be more

effectively deployed in the core business to 

drive improved return on asset performance. ■


